Abstract. Consider the singularly perturbed linear reaction-diffusion problem −ε 2 Δu + bu = f in Ω ⊂ R d , u = 0 on ∂Ω, where d ≥ 1, the domain Ω is bounded with (when d ≥ 2) Lipschitzcontinuous boundary ∂Ω, and the parameter ε satisfies 0 < ε 1. It is argued that for this type of problem, the standard energy norm v → [ε 2 |v| 2 1 + v 2 0 ] 1/2 is too weak a norm to measure adequately the errors in solutions computed by finite element methods: the multiplier ε 2 gives an unbalanced norm whose different components have different orders of magnitude. A balanced and stronger norm is introduced, then for d ≥ 2 a mixed finite element method is constructed whose solution is quasioptimal in this new norm. For a problem posed on the unit square in R 2 , an error bound that is uniform in ε is proved when the new method is implemented on a Shishkin mesh. Numerical results are presented to show the superiority of the new method over the standard mixed finite element method on the same mesh for this singularly perturbed problem.
Introduction. Consider the singularly perturbed linear reaction-diffusion problem
Problems like (1.1) appear in certain heat transfer problems in thin domains (see [2, p. 179] ), in Newton iterations of nonlinear reaction-diffusion problems, and in implicit time discretizations of parabolic reaction-diffusion problems when small step sizes are used. Furthermore, systems of equations of this type appear in several applications (see [7] ), and in a future paper we shall extend our work to such systems.
The singularly perturbed problem (1.1) has attracted much attention in the research literature. The properties of its solution u are discussed in [2, 5, 12, 14, 19] , where it is shown that typically u exhibits sharp boundary layers near the boundary ∂Ω of Ω. Numerical methods for the approximation of u are analyzed in [2, 5, 9, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20] . Some of these references use a finite difference approach, but here we consider only finite element methods for (1.1).
At first sight the finite element approximation of u does not seem difficult. Define the energy norm When the bilinear formB(v, w) := ε 2 (∇v, ∇w) + (bv, w) is combined with a conforming finite element method, a standard analysis yields a quasi-optimal bound on the energy norm error u − u h 1,ε , where u h is the computed solution, and this error can be made small (independently of ε) by using, e.g., an appropriate Shishkin mesh [2, 9, 8, 12, 13] , provided that u possesses sufficient regularity. Other finite element methods usually lead also to bounds on the energy norm error in the computed solution; see [10, 11, 14, 20] .
But, unlike the classical case where ε = 1, for small ε the energy norm is a weak norm because (as we show in section 2) it is essentially no stronger than the L 2 (Ω) norm when applied to the type of solution typically encountered in this singularly perturbed problem. A natural question then is, can one devise a finite element method whose accuracy can be bounded in a stronger norm that is better suited to (1.1)? In section 3 we show that this is indeed the case by presenting a new method that is bounded and coercive with respect to a much stronger "balanced" norm. An analysis yielding an error bound that is independent of the parameter ε is then developed in section 4 for a Shishkin mesh on a rectangular two-dimensional domain. The accuracy of the new method, measured in our balanced norm, is verified numerically in section 5.
Notation. For
) with the associated seminorm and norm denoted by | · | k and
This inner product notation is also used for vector-valued functions each of whose n components (in this paper,
. In this paper, the vector-valued functions u, v, w, and f in H(Ω) have components
and f = 0 f unless otherwise specified. Here ∇u, q, r, and 0 are vector functions that each have d components. One may think of q and r as corresponding to the gradients of v and w, respectively. Equivalently one can write, e.g., v = (q v) T , where T denotes transpose. We use C to denote a generic constant that is independent of ε and of any mesh; it can take different values at different places.
2.
A priori estimates for u. In this section we motivate the new norm that will be introduced formally in section 3.
Multiplying (1.1a) by u then integrating by parts over Ω yields the energy norm bound
where the constant C depends only on b 0 . For small ε and smooth data, a typical solution of (1.1) has a well-behaved component whose low-order derivatives are essentially independent of ε but also contains a boundary layer term of the form e −kr(x,∂Ω)/ε , where r(x, ∂Ω) is the distance of x ∈ R d from the boundary ∂Ω and k is some positive constant; see [5, 12, 14, 19] . The well-behaved component contributes O(ε) to ε|u| 1 in u 1,ε , while a short calculation shows that the layer term contributes O(ε 1/2 ) to ε|u| 1 . That is, u 1,ε = u 0 + O(ε 1/2 ). Thus for small ε the energy norm of the solution u differs only slightly from the L 2 norm of u; for singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion problems, the energy norm is a weak norm! If one knows only that f ∈ L 2 (Ω), then the power of ε in the left-hand side of (2.1) is sharp. Consider the specific example d = 1, Ω = (0, 1), b ≡ 1, and f (x) = √ 2 sin(πx/ε). Then f 0 = 1 and an elementary calculation yields an explicit formula for u which shows that |u| 1 
and |f | 1 are independent of ε, and that Ω is convex with smooth boundary ∂Ω. Then u ∈ H 2 (Ω). Let n denote the outward-pointing unit normal on ∂Ω. Multiply both sides of (1.1a) by −εΔu, then integrate over Ω. Integrating by parts and using (1.1b), we get
Hence, for some C (independent of ε) one has
Invoking (2.1), we get
Let x 0 ∈ ∂Ω be arbitrary but fixed. For all x ∈Ω, define the function
The convexity of Ω implies that φ ≥ 0 on ∂Ω. A short calculation and (1.1a) demon-
Thus φ is a barrier function for ±u on Ω and by a maximum principle we have |u| ≤ φ onΩ. But by construction
In (2.3) we have bounded ε 1/2 |u| 1 independently of ε. This is stronger than the energy norm inequality (2.1), which only bounded ε|u| 1 . Additionally, (2.3) gives a bound on ε 3/2 Δu 0 . The powers of ε in the left-hand side of (2.3) are the best possible even if one assumes still more regularity of f , as can be seen by considering standard boundary layer functions such as e −x/ε when d = 1 and Ω = (0, 1).
Finally, combine (2.1) and (2.3) to give the bound
For typical solutions u of (1.1), one finds that u 0 = O(1), ε 1/2 |u| 1 = O(1), and ε 3/2 Δu 0 = O (1) . Thus the weighted norm of u on the left-hand side of (2.4) is "balanced," i.e., correctly scaled by powers of ε, in the sense that each of its components has the same order of magnitude, unlike the situation for u 1,ε .
The bound (2.4) was derived only to motivate the construction of our finite element method; it is not used subsequently in this paper.
Remark 2.1. The unbalanced nature of the standard energy norm is implicitly exhibited in [21] , where Zhang investigates the solution of one-dimensional reactiondiffusion and convection-diffusion problems by finite element methods and derives error bounds that are shown to be sharp by numerical experiments. In [21, Corollary 2.1] a discrete energy norm error bound for the reaction-diffusion problem takes the form (p is the polynomial degree of the finite elements)
and here the factor ε 1/2 can be traced to an excessive ε 1/2 weighting of the H 1 component of the energy norm that is related to our discussion at the start of this section. On the other hand, the analogous error bound for the convection-diffusion problem in [21, Corollary 2.3] is
the factor ε 1/2 is now no longer present because in convection-diffusion problems the ε-weighted H 1 component and the L 2 component of the solution are both O(1), i.e., unlike reaction-diffusion, the standard energy norm is balanced for convectiondiffusion problems.
A new bilinear form and finite element method.
In this section we present a new bilinear form associated with (1.1) that is designed to yield coercivity and boundedness with respect to a norm inspired by (2.4) . This leads directly to a new finite element method.
The crucial multiplication of (1.1a) by −εΔu in the derivation of (2.3), if applied directly, would demand excessive smoothness of our finite element space, so we circumvent this difficulty by using a mixed finite element method. Thus (1.1a) is rewritten as the first-order system
which is then discretized. Our bilinear form is related to the symmetric bilinear form used in [11, section 3] but is asymmetric.
.
Then (1.1a) is equivalent to the first-order system
where f = (0 f ) T as in section 1.1. We shall discretize this in the weak form
The scaling of the second component ofÃv by 1/b is introduced to facilitate the proof of coercivity in Theorem 3.1. In the special case where b = 1 and ε = 1 our method is of least-squares type (cf. [11] and the FOSLS and other approaches described in [3] ), but it differs from least squares in the singularly perturbed case ε 1. Define the bilinear form B : H(Ω) × H(Ω) → R and the norm |||·||| ε by (3.4)
. If the solution u of (1.1) has typical boundary layers and is otherwise well-behaved, then on putting v = u and q = ∇u in (3.5), each term on the right-hand side is O(1) so |||·||| ε is balanced, unlike the energy norm · 1,ε . Furthermore |||·||| ε is stronger than the energy norm · 1,ε .
Theorem 3.1 (boundedness and coercivity of B(·, ·) with respect to |||·||| ε ). There exists a positive constant C 1 , which is independent of ε, such that
and
T and w = (r w) T ∈ H(Ω) be arbitrary. Then
Integrating by parts,
This bound and (3.7) imply that |B(v, w)| ≤ C 1 |||v||| ε |||w||| ε for some constant C 1 which is independent of ε. Now we move on to the coercivity inequality.
Combining (3.8) and (3.9) yields
where we used 0 < ε 2 ≤ ε ≤ 1. But
ε , as desired. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Let V h ⊂ H(Ω) be any finite element space. Then our finite element approximation
Setting u = (∇u u) T , a standard argument yields the quasioptimality property
where C 1 is the constant of Theorem 3.1. Remark 3.
2. An analysis of the error |||u − u h ||| ε will on a general mesh yield bounds that involve negative powers of ε. To obtain an error estimate that shows |||u − u h ||| ε is small when ε < h 1, where h is the mesh diameter, one must use a mesh suited to the layers appearing in u, as in section 4 below. Furthermore, while a classical Aubin-Nitsche argument can be applied with the aim of obtaining a bound in the L 2 norm that is of higher order than |||u − u h ||| ε , here the small parameter ε interferes again with the analysis: one obtains only
Balanced norm error estimate on a Shishkin mesh.
In this section we show how a suitably chosen mesh enables one to derive an error bound for the balanced norm error |||u − u h ||| ε that is independent of ε. For this analysis one needs sharp a priori estimates on u and its derivatives together with a decomposition of u into its layer and well-behaved components. Fairly general discussions of this decomposition for domains Ω in R d with smooth boundaries and with piecewise smooth boundaries are given in sections 2.2 and 3.2, respectively, of [19] .
To keep our presentation as short as possible while taking a problem in more than one dimension, we shall consider only the special case d = 2 with Ω ≡ (0, 1)
2 the unit square and use the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas space [4] to approximate functions in H(div; Ω).
Assume that b and f lie in the Hölder space C 4,α (Ω) for some α ∈ (0, 1]. Then u ∈ C 6,α (Ω). Assume also the corner compatibility conditions
Then u ∈ C 6,α (Ω) ∩ C 3,α (Ω); see, e.g., [6] . One could extend the analysis below to the case of higher-order Raviart-Thomas elements, but this would force us to assume extra corner compatibility conditions in order to bound the higher-order derivatives of u that would appear in the analysis.
Notation. The edges of ∂Ω are
Label the corners ofΩ as σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , σ 4 , where σ 1 is (0, 0) [5, 8, 13, 19] . This function can be decomposed into a sum of a smooth function, a boundary layer on each side of Ω, and a corner layer at each corner of Ω, as the following result from [ 
Set β = b 0 /2. Lemma 4.1. The solution u of (1.1) can be decomposed as
where each w k is a layer associated with the edge Γ k and each z k is a layer associated with the corner σ k . There exists a constant C such that for all (x, y) ∈Ω one has
For w 2 , w 3 , and w 4 , bounds analogous to (4.3b) can be derived. For z 2 , z 3 , and z 4 , bounds analogous to (4.3c) can be derived.
We now construct our Shishkin mesh. Let N be an even positive integer; it is the number of mesh intervals in each coordinate direction. The mesh is piecewise equidistant. The parameter λ that is used to specify where the mesh changes from coarse to fine is defined by
To simplify the presentation, we make the reasonable practical assumption that
as otherwise our mesh would resolve all the boundary layers and the subsequent analysis could be carried out using classical techniques. Then without loss of generality one can assume that N is so large that 
To carry out a satisfactory interpolation analysis on the highly anisotropic mesh T h , one uses the following sharp estimates [2] .
Lemma 4.2. Let K ∈ T h be a rectangular element with sides of length h x , k y parallel to the x, y axes, respectively. Let φ ∈ H 2 (K). Then its piecewise bilinear nodal interpolant φ
I satisfies the bounds
By transforming to the unit square one easily obtains the standard inverse inequality
where the mesh rectangle K has sides h x and k y . 
Proof. Lemma 4.1 gives
Each term in this decomposition is bounded separately and (4.5) is used in several places without mentioning it. First, by Lemma 4.2 and (4.3a), We shall need the following local result. Lemma 4.5. Let K ∈ T h be a rectangular element with sides of length h x , k y parallel to the x, y axes, respectively. Let 
where P h is defined in Lemma 4.5. Unfortunately, the standard Raviart-Thomas interpolation operator Π 0,h is unsuited to singularly perturbed problems such as (1.1), for one cannot in general prove an analogue of Lemma 4.4 that bounds ε 1/2 ∇u − Π 0,h ∇u 0 independently of ε, because the interpolation error of each boundary layer is too large on the coarse mesh rectangles that are adjacent to the fine mesh. To circumvent this difficulty we now define in RT 0,h a modified interpolantΠ 0,h ∇u of ∇u.
Recall from (4.2) the decomposition u = v + The interpolantΠ 0,h ∇z 1 of the corner layer z 1 is defined analogously toΠ 0,h ∇w 1 : Thus it remains only to bound ∇φ −Π 0,h ∇φ on the region comprising the exceptional mesh rectangles whereΠ 0,h ∇φ was defined above by linear interpolation. We describe the analysis for the case φ = w 1 ; the other components of u are handled similarly. The exceptional region is then
. By construction one has (Π 0,h ∇w 1 ) 1 0,R1 = 0. As h * ≤ CεN −1 ln N , the bound (4.3b) and (4.6) yield
The above arguments together show that ε 1/2 ∇u −Π 0,h ∇u 0 ≤ CN −1 ln N . To bound the other term in (4.14), we shall again use the decomposition (4.2) of u. First, by (4.13), Lemma 4.5, and (4.3a) we have
. Again appealing to (4.13), Lemma 4.5, and (4.3b), we get 
Combining all these bounds, we have ε 
Proof. Combine (3.11) and Lemma 4.7.
We remind the reader that each constant C is independent of ε and N .
Numerical results.
In this section, we present numerical results for the finite element method defined in (3.10). The numerical example is taken from [13] . Other test problems gave similar results.
Example 5.1.
−ε
where f and the Dirichlet boundary conditions are chosen such that the exact solution is Table 5 .4 show convergence of order (N −1 ln N ) 2 , uniformly in ε, but our current theory does not explain this.
For comparison we also solved Example 5.1 on the same Shishkin meshes using other finite element methods that have been proposed for (1.1) and measured the errors in our balanced norm. This gave diverse results, as we now describe.
First, consider the mixed finite element method of [10] , where one rewrites (1.1) as the first-order system (3.1) then applies a standard bilinear form. The trial space is RT 0,h × P 0 , where P 0 denotes the space of piecewise constants. Our numerical results for this method, which are not shown here, reveal that it fails to converge uniformly in ε with increasing N when errors are measured in the balanced norm ||| · ||| .
On the other hand, when using the discontinuous Galerkin least-squares finite element method of [11] , one obtains results similar to [17] proves that this order of convergence is attained, but this norm is of course weaker than |||v||| ε , and furthermore, the standard Galerkin method cannot deliver the higher-order accuracy of the flux approximation that is displayed in Table 5 .3.
Conclusion.
In this paper we showed that the standard energy norm is unsuitable for singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion problems because it is essentially the same as the L 2 norm. Consequently we introduced a new norm that is stronger than the energy norm and is moreover "balanced," i.e., each component of this norm has the same order of magnitude for all values of the singular perturbation parameter ε when measuring the solution of the boundary value problem. The calculation that motivated this balanced norm also motivated a new mixed finite element method whose analysis fits naturally with the balanced norm. Theoretical convergence results (with respect to the balanced norm) were proved for this finite element method on a Shishkin mesh on a two-dimensional rectangular domain. Numerical results were presented that agree with these theoretical bounds in the balanced norm, though the rates of convergence of the L 2 errors in the computed solution and its flux that were observed numerically are better than those predicted by our theory; this is a topic for future research.
